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Narkomania
2019-06-15

against the backdrop of a post soviet state set aflame by geopolitical conflict and violent revolution
narkomania considers whether substance use disorders are everywhere the same and whether our responses
to drug use presuppose what kind of people those who use drugs really are jennifer j carroll s ethnography is a
story about public health and international efforts to quell the spread of hiv carroll focuses on ukraine where
the prevalence of hiv among people who use drugs is higher than in parts of sub saharan africa and unpacks
the arguments and myths surrounding medication assisted treatment mat in ukraine what she presents in
narkomania forces us to question drug policy its uses and its effects on normal citizens carroll uses her
findings to explore what people who use drugs can teach us about the contemporary societies emerging in post
soviet space with examples of how mat has been politicized how drug use has been tied to ideas of good
citizenship and how vigilantism towards people who use drugs has occurred narkomania details the cultural
and historical backstory of the situation in ukraine carroll reveals how global efforts supporting mat in ukraine
allow the ideas surrounding mat drug use and hiv to resonate more broadly into international politics and echo
into the heart of the ukrainian public

The Class
2014-11-12

from world renowned author erich segal comes a powerful and moving saga of five extraordinary members of
the harvard class of 1958 and the women with whom their lives are intertwined five lives five love stories
danny rossi the musical prodigy risks it all for harvard even a break with his domineering father yet his real
problems are too much fame too soon and too many women ted lambros spends his four years as a commuter
an outsider he is obsessed by his desire to climb to the top of the harvard academic ladder heedless of what it
will cost him in personal terms jason gilbert the golden boy handsome charismatic a brilliant athlete learns at
harvard that he cannot ignore his jewish background only in tragedy will he find his true identity george keller
a refugee from communist hungary comes to harvard with the barest knowledge of english but with ruthless
determination he masters not only the language but the power structure of his new country andrew eliot is
haunted by three centuries of harvard ancestors who cast giant shadows on his confidence it is not until the
sad and startling events of the reunion that he learns his value as a man their explosive story begins in a time
of innocence and spans a turbulent quarter century culminating in their dramatic twenty five year reunion at
which they confront their classmates and the balance sheet of their own lives always at the center amid the
passion laughter and glory stands harvard the symbol of who they are and who they will be they were a
generation who made the rules then broke them whose glittering successes heartfelt tragedies and unbridled
ambitions would stun the world praise for the class erich segal s best pittsburgh press first class
entertainment cosmopolitan an absorbing page turner publishers weekly a panoramic saga philadelphia
inquirer

Stalin and the Fate of Europe
2019

it can seem as though the cold war division of europe was inevitable but stalin was more open to a settlement
on the continent than is assumed in this powerful reassessment of the postwar order norman naimark returns
to the four years after wwii to illuminate european leaders efforts to secure national sovereignty amid
dominating powers

Brothers, We are Not Professionals
2013

piper pleas with his colleagues to abandon the secularization of the pastorate and return to the primitive call
of the bible for radical ministry
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A Book of Verses
1888

discover for yourself it really is more blessed to give than to receive the power of blessing is more than an
encouragement to bless it shows you many ways you can be a blessing to those around you blessings are not
just about materialism blessings are more about a lifestyle that changes environments and conditions among
families churches communities and even small businesses and large corporations do not repay evil with evil or
insult with insult but with blessing because to this you were called so that you may inherit a blessing 1 peter 3
9 niv the power of blessing presents practical applications about how to bless others and receiving blessings
teaches the difference between truth and fact shares humorous and inspirational testimonies reveals the
importance of speaking god s intentions as to how things should be breaks generational curses by learning
how to bless your heavenly father is the redemptive god who delights in bringing things back into his divine
order through learning how to bless you can participate in this redemptive process by actively living a lifestyle
of blessing you will see changes in the hearts of those you bless as well as in yourself

The Power of Blessing
2010-07-28

the first book in the new york times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by award winning author laini taylor
around the world black handprints are appearing on doorways scorched there by winged strangers who have
crept through a slit in the sky in a dark and dusty shop a devil s supply of human teeth grown dangerously low
and in the tangled lanes of prague a young art student is about to be caught up in a brutal otherworldly war
meet karou she fills her sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real she s prone to disappearing on
mysterious errands she speaks many languages not all of them human and her bright blue hair actually grows
out of her head that color who is she that is the question that haunts her and she s about to find out when one
of the strangers beautiful haunted akiva fixes his fire colored eyes on her in an alley in marrakesh the result is
blood and starlight secrets unveiled and a star crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past but will
karou live to regret learning the truth about herself

Daughter of Smoke & Bone
2011-09-27

from the new york times and usa today bestselling author of bully until you rival and falling away comes the
sizzling conclusion to the fall away series the tables have turned now i have the power and it s his turn to beg
everyone wants to be me maybe it s the sway of my skirt or the way i flip my hair but i don t care even though
their attention is the last thing i crave i just can t stop i dominate the track the speed rattles my bones and the
wind and the crowd screams my name i m her the girl driver the queen of the race and i m surviving
something he thought i d never do they all talk about him did you see jared trent on t v what did you think of
his last race tate when is he coming back to town tate but i refuse to care too much because when jared does
come home i won t be here tatum brandt is gone i m someone new

Aflame
2015-04-21

sutton spencer s ideas for her life were fairly simple finish graduate school and fall in love it would be a lot
simpler if she could pinpoint exactly what she should do when she graduates in less than a year oh and if she
could figure out how to talk to a woman without feeling like a total mess that would be great too charlotte
thompson is very much the opposite she s always had clear steps outlining her path to success with no time or
inclination for romance her burgeoning career in politics means everything to her and she s not willing to
compromise it for something as insignificant as love fleeting casual and discreet worked perfectly fine when
they meet through a dating app it s immediately clear that they aren t suited for anything more than friendship
right
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Those Who Wait
2020-03-31

dr ali torveau knows just how fragile life can be she sees death and tragedy every day in the trauma unit
battling the dark forces of fate is her life s work and she doesn t want or need anything else certainly nothing
as transient as love plenty of women try to change her mind but she never has any trouble saying no not until
the day firefighter beau cross shows up in her er and sets ali s carefully ordered world aflame

Trauma Alert
2010-07-13

the bitterbynde trilogy book i in a world where creatures of legend haunt the lands of men and to be caught
outside after dark means almost certain death the inhabitants of isse tower are amazed when a mute starving
foundling is discovered outside their gates with no recollection of name or past the mute soon realises that the
only hope of happiness lies in distant caermelor where a wise woman might be able to restore the foundling s
memories to get there imrhien must survive a wilderness of endless danger lost and pursued by unhuman
wights imrhien is saved by thorn a mysterious ranger but unknown to them a dark force summons the unseelie
and malignant hordes amass in the night

The Ill-Made Mute: Bitterbynde 1
2007-11-10

an important new history of air and sea power in world war ii and its decisive role in allied victory

How the War Was Won
2015-02-12

a chronicle of one summer in a boy s coming of age the international bestselling classic that became the basis
for the oscar winning film medium captivating and evocative herman raucher s semi autobiographical tale has
been made into a record breaking academy award winning hit movie adapted for the stage and enchanted
readers for generations in the summer of 1942 hermie is fifteen he is wildly obsessed with sex and
passionately in love with an older woman of twenty two whose husband is overseas and at war ambling
through nantucket island with his friends hermie s indelible narration chronicles his frantic efforts to become a
man especially one worthy of the lovely dorothy as well as his glorious and heartbreaking initiation into sex mr
raucher scores most tellingly his recall of nervous teen age gaucheries is dead accurate hilarious tinged with
sadness the new york times book review a charming and tender novel the overall effect is one of high hilarity
raucher is a comic artist who is able to convey the fears and joys of the boy and at the same time give older
readers a wrench in the heart publishers weekly

Summer of '42
2015-05-03

the outstretched shadow the first book in the obsidian trilogy from mercedes lackey and james mallory kellen
tavadon son of the arch mage lycaelon thought he knew the way the world worked his father leading the wise
and benevolent council of mages protected and guided the citizens of the golden city of the bells young mages
in training all men for women were unfit to practice magic memorized the intricate details of high magic and
aspired to seats on the council then he found the forbidden books of wild magic or did they find him the three
slim volumes woke kellen to the wide world outside the city s isolating walls their magic was not dead
strangled by rules and regulations it felt like a living thing guided by the hearts and minds of those who
practiced it and benefited from it questioning everything he has known kellen discovers too many of the city s
dark secrets banished with the outlaw hunt on his heels kellen invokes wild magic and finds himself running
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for his life with a unicorn at his side kellen s life changes almost faster than he can understand or accept
rescued by a unicorn healed by a female wild mage who knows more about kellen than anyone outside the city
should meeting elven royalty and elven warriors and plunged into a world where the magical beings he has
learned about as abstract concepts are flesh and blood creatures kellen both revels in and fears his new
freedom especially once he learns about demons he d always thought they were another abstract concept a
stand in for ultimate evil but if centaurs and dryads are real then demons surely are as well and the one thing
all the mages of the city agreed on was that practicing wild magic corrupted a mage turned him into a demon
would that be kellen s fate deep in obsidian mountain the demons are waiting since their defeat in the last
great war they ve been biding their time sowing the seeds of distrust and discontent between their human and
elven enemies very soon now when the demons rise to make war there will be no alliance between high and
wild magic to stand against them and all the world will belong to the endarkened at the publisher s request
this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

The Outstretched Shadow
2007-04-01

of the nature of things is a first century bce didactic poem by the roman poet and philosopher lucretius to
explain epicurean philosophy to a roman audience in this work t lucretius carus presents the view that the
world can be described by the function of material forces and natural laws so one should not fear the gods or
death

Of the Nature of Things
2022-09-15

winner of the international lannan literary award for nonfiction animal tracks word magic the speech of stones
the power of letters and the taste of the wind all figure prominently in this intellectual tour de force that
returns us to our senses and to the sensuous terrain that sustains us this major work of ecological philosophy
startles the senses out of habitual ways of perception for a thousand generations human beings viewed
themselves as part of the wider community of nature and they carried on active relationships not only with
other people with other animals plants and natural objects including mountains rivers winds and weather
patters that we have only lately come to think of as inanimate how then did humans come to sever their
ancient reciprocity with the natural world what will it take for us to recover a sustaining relation with the
breathing earth in the spell of the sensuous david abram draws on sources as diverse as the philosophy of
merleau ponty balinese shamanism apache storytelling and his own experience as an accomplished sleight of
hand of magician to reveal the subtle dependence of human cognition on the natural environment he explores
the character of perception and excavates the sensual foundations of language which even at its most abstract
echoes the calls and cries of the earth on every page of this lyrical work abram weaves his arguments with a
passion a precision and an intellectual daring that recall such writers as loren eisleley annie dillard and barry
lopez

The Spell of the Sensuous
2012-10-17

a compilation of writings and prayers that focus on the inherent oneness of all the peoples of the world
spiritual seekers of all faiths will relish these uplifting passages that underscore the unity of thought that helps
us define our place within a single unfolding and divine creation

Spirit of Faith
2011

transcribed from mayan hieroglyphs the popol vuh relates the mythology and history of the kiché people of
central america there is no document of greater importance to the study of pre columbian mythology
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The Popol Vuh
2019-11-13

1 new york times bestseller the uninhabitable earth hits you like a comet with an overflow of insanely lyrical
prose about our pending armageddon andrew solomon author of the noonday demon named one of the best
books of the year by the new yorker the new york times book review time npr the economist the paris review
toronto star gq the times literary supplement the new york public library kirkus reviews it is worse much
worse than you think if your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea level rise you are
barely scratching the surface of what terrors are possible food shortages refugee emergencies climate wars
and economic devastation an epoch defining book the guardian and this generation s silent spring the
washington post the uninhabitable earth is both a travelogue of the near future and a meditation on how that
future will look to those living through it the ways that warming promises to transform global politics the
meaning of technology and nature in the modern world the sustainability of capitalism and the trajectory of
human progress the uninhabitable earth is also an impassioned call to action for just as the world was brought
to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime the responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single
generation today s longlisted for the pen e o wilson literary science writing award the uninhabitable earth is
the most terrifying book i have ever read its subject is climate change and its method is scientific but its mode
is old testament the book is a meticulously documented white knuckled tour through the cascading
catastrophes that will soon engulf our warming planet farhad manjoo the new york times riveting some
readers will find mr wallace wells s outline of possible futures alarmist he is indeed alarmed you should be too
the economist potent and evocative wallace wells has resolved to offer something other than the standard
narrative of climate change he avoids the eerily banal language of climatology in favor of lush rolling prose
jennifer szalai the new york times the book has potential to be this generation s silent spring the washington
post the uninhabitable earth which has become a best seller taps into the underlying emotion of the day fear i
encourage people to read this book alan weisman the new york review of books

The Uninhabitable Earth
2019-02-19

this is the extended and annotated edition including an extensive annotation of almost 10 000 words about the
oracles in religion an interactive table of contents perfect formatting for electronic reading devices the sibyls
occupy a conspicuous place in the traditions and history of ancient greece and rome their fame was spread
abroad long before the beginning of the christian era heraclitus of ephesus five centuries before christ
compared himself to the sibyl who speaking with inspired mouth without a smile without ornament and
without perfume penetrates through centuries by the power of the gods the ancient traditions vary in
reporting the number and the names of these weird prophetesses and much of what has been handed down to
us is legendary but whatever opinion one may hold respecting the various legends there can be little doubt
that a collection of sibylline oracles was at one time preserved at rome there are moreover various oracles
purporting to have been written by ancient sibyls found in the writings of pausanias plutarch livy and in other
greek and latin authors whether any of these citations formed a portion of the sibylline books once kept in
rome we cannot now determine but the roman capitol was destroyed by fire in the time of sulla b c 84 and
again in the time of vespasian a d 69 and whatever books were at those dates kept therein doubtless perished
in the flames it is said by some of the ancients that a subsequent collection of oracles was made but if so there
is now no certainty that any fragments of them remain

The Sibylline Oracles (Annotated Edition)
2012

an ignyte award winner 2020 a time magazine top 100 fantasy book of all time a paste magazine best ya book
of 2019 a popsugar best ya book of 2019 a teenvogue book club pick for 2019 a barnes noble teen book club
pick for 2019 lyrical and spellbinding marieke njikamp 1 new york times bestselling author set in a richly
detailed world inspired by ancient arabia hafsah faizal s we hunt the flame first in the sands of arawiya
duology is a gripping debut of discovery conquering fear and taking identity into your own hands people lived
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because she killed people died because he lived zafira is the hunter disguising herself as a man when she
braves the cursed forest of the arz to feed her people nasir is the prince of death assassinating those foolish
enough to defy his autocratic father the sultan if zafira was exposed as a girl all of her achievements would be
rejected if nasir displayed his compassion his father would punish him in the most brutal of ways both zafira
and nasir are legends in the kingdom of arawiya but neither wants to be war is brewing and the arz sweeps
closer with each passing day engulfing the land in shadow when zafira embarks on a quest to uncover a lost
artifact that can restore magic to her suffering world and stop the arz nasir is sent by the sultan on a similar
mission retrieve the artifact and kill the hunter but an ancient evil stirs as their journey unfolds and the prize
they seek may pose a threat greater than either can imagine

We Hunt the Flame
2019-05-14

thomas mofolo s final novel and masterpiece chaka captures the phenomenal rise and fall of the great zulu
king one of the earliest modern literary classics from southern africa chaka is the tragic tale of a warrior king
and his insatiable hunger for power told in a mythic style chaka follows the torments of the zulu king s early
life his rapid ascension to the throne and the prophesied events that lead to his downfall chaka is a beautifully
dark and twisted take on the true life story of the zulu king built around one of the most enigmatic and
memorable literary figures you d ever encounter ainehi edoro

Chaka
2023-12-01

love and tragedy dominate book four of virgil s most powerful work building on the violent emotions invoked
by the storms battles warring gods and monster plagued wanderings of the epic s opening destined to be the
founder of roman culture aeneas nudged by the gods decides to leave his beloved dido causing her suicide in
pursuit of his historical destiny a dark plot in which erotic passion culminates in sex and sex leads to tragedy
and death in the human realm unfolds within the larger horizon of a supernatural sphere dominated by power
conscious divinities dido is aeneas most significant other and in their encounter virgil explores timeless themes
of love and loyalty fate and fortune the justice of the gods imperial ambition and its victims and ethnic
differences this course book offers a portion of the original latin text study questions a commentary and
interpretative essays designed to stretch and stimulate readers ingo gildenhard s incisive commentary will be
of particular interest to students of latin at both a2 and undergraduate level it extends beyond detailed
linguistic analysis to encourage critical engagement with virgil s poetry and discussion of the most recent
scholarly thought

Virgil, Aeneid, 4.1-299
2012

eva a 1927 novel by dutch writer carry van bruggen is an experiment in depicting a woman s life from girlhood
to marriage and beyond to sexual freedom and independence at the same time the narrative expresses eva s
dawning sense of self and expanding subjectivity through a stream of consciousness told by a shifting narrator
burdened all of her life by feelings of shame at the end of the novel eva overcomes this legacy of her
upbringing and declares that it is bodily desire that makes love acceptable carry van bruggen s rich and varied
language conveys eva s experience of the world powerful memories of an orthodox jewish childhood pervade
the novel with its fluid sense of time as eva puts it i let these years slip through my fingers like a stream of dry
glinting sand jane fenoulhet makes this important modernist novel accessible to english readers for the first
time while it can be described as a becoming woman of both eva and her creator so can the translation be seen
as the translator s own becoming as fenoulhet explains in the accompanying commentary where she also
describes the challenges of translating van bruggen s dynamic intense narrative for fenoulhet translation is
more a matter of personal engagement with the novel than a matter of word choice and style in this way the
emotional and intellectual life of the main character is re enacted through translation
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Eva - A Novel by Carry van Bruggen
2019-11-01

second history a romulan time tampering project that has transported the enterprise and the galaxy into an
alternate dimension of reality now kirk is an embittered young ensign and spock is a beseiged starship
commander lured into a romulan trap captain spock and ensign kirk must free themselves from both their
captors and their own altered selves before the galaxy hurtles toward total destruction

Killing Time
2000-09-22

the second jungle book is a sequel to the jungle book by rudyard kipling first published in 1895 it features five
stories about mowgli and three unrelated stories all but one set in india most of which kipling wrote while
living in vermont all of the stories were previously published in magazines in 1894 5 often under different
titles the original book is now worth 3 4 million the 1994 film the jungle book used this book as a source each
story is followed by a related poem

The Second Jungle Book
2017-05-19

miles franklin award winner 2005

The White Earth
2004

one of the best fantasy book series of the past decade time the heir of ash and fire bows to no one a new threat
rises in the third book in the 1 bestselling throne of glass series by sarah j maas celaena sardothien has
survived deadly contests and shattering heartbreak but now she must travel to a new land to confront her
darkest truth that truth could change her life and her future forever meanwhile monstrous forces are
gathering on the horizon intent on enslaving her world to defeat them celaena will need the strength not only
to fight the evil that is about to be unleashed but also to harness her inner demons if she is to win this battle
she must find the courage to face her destiny and burn brighter than ever before the third book in the 1 new
york times bestselling throne of glass series continues celaena s epic journey from woman to warrior

Heir of Fire
2014-09-11

international bestseller a love story of astonishing power newsweek the acclaimed modern literary classic by
the beloved nobel prize winning author in their youth florentino ariza and fermina daza fall passionately in love
when fermina eventually chooses to marry a wealthy well born doctor florentino is devastated but he is a
romantic as he rises in his business career he whiles away the years in 622 affairs yet he reserves his heart for
fermina her husband dies at last and florentino purposefully attends the funeral fifty years nine months and
four days after he first declared his love for fermina he will do so again

Love in the Time of Cholera
2014-10-15

reproduction of the original war and peace by leo tolstoi
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War and Peace
2018-04-04

fireheart a full fledged warrior cat must confront questions of loyalty and identity as he faces the possibility of
betrayal from within his own forest clan

Fire and Ice
2015-03-17

though u s leaders try to convince the world of their success in fighting al qaeda one anonymous member of
the u s intelligence community would like to inform the public that we are in fact losing the war on terror
further until u s leaders recognize the errant path they have irresponsibly chosen he says our enemies will only
grow stronger according to the author the greatest danger for americans confronting the islamist threat is to
believe at the urging of u s leaders that muslims attack us for what we are and what we think rather than for
what we do blustering political rhetor

Imperial Hubris
2004-06-30

the marriage of georgiana burton to ralph earl of chartleigh begins with every promise of happiness for both
though they scarcely know each other she is attracted by his youthful good looks and gentle courtly demeanor
while he is dazzled by her beauty and vivacity it soon becomes clear however that the very qualities that
attracted them before they married are driving them apart ralph is intimidated by the bright star who is his
new bride while georgiana is dismayed by her bridegroom s shyness which seems to worsen with every
passing day finally each of them sets out to devise a bold scheme to bring about the happily ever after for
which they both yearn it is only to be hoped that they do not bring disaster crashing down upon their dreams
instead

Gentle Conquest
2023-09-05

invisible man is a milestone in american literature a book that has continued to engage readers since its
appearance in 1952 a first novel by an unknown writer it remained on the bestseller list for sixteen weeks won
the national book award for fiction and established ralph ellison as one of the key writers of the century the
nameless narrator of the novel describes growing up in a black community in the south attending a negro
college from which he is expelled moving to new york and becoming the chief spokesman of the harlem branch
of the brotherhood and retreating amid violence and confusion to the basement lair of the invisible man he
imagines himself to be the book is a passionate and witty tour de force of style strongly influenced by t s eliot s
the waste land joyce and dostoevsky

Invisible Man
2016-08-18

when the imperial shrine world of kathur is blighted by choas the brave guardsmen of cadia are sent to
reclaim it the plague of nurgle has set in deeply on the planet forcing the cadians into battle with an
innumerable legion of the infected

Cadian Blood
2009
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if an entire nation could seek its freedom why not a girl as the revolutionary war begins thirteen year old
isabel wages her own fight for freedom promised freedom upon the death of their owner she and her sister
ruth in a cruel twist of fate become the property of a malicious new york city couple the locktons who have no
sympathy for the american revolution and even less for ruth and isabel when isabel meets curzon a slave with
ties to the patriots he encourages her to spy on her owners who know details of british plans for invasion she is
reluctant at first but when the unthinkable happens to ruth isabel realizes her loyalty is available to the bidder
who can provide her with freedom from acclaimed author laurie halse anderson comes this compelling
impeccably researched novel that shows the lengths we can go to cast off our chains both physical and
spiritual

Chains
2010-01-05

first published in 1944 the building of jalna is one of sixteen books in the jalna series written by canada s mazo
de la roche in the building of jalna adeline an impulsive bride with an irish temper and her husband captain
whiteoak select lake ontario as the site of their new home de la roche chronicles their trials and tribulations
during the building of the house the swimming and skating parties and the jealousies and humourous events
that arise this is book 1 of 16 in the whiteoak chronicles it is followed by morning at jalna

The Building of Jalna
2009-03-02

no holds barred tank warfare set amid the pitiless battlefields of the warhammer 40 000 galaxy arriving in the
geratomro warzone honoured lieutenant bannick and the crew of the baneblade cortein s honour are assigned
as close support to a company of shadowsword titan hunters and find themselves thrust into a deadly battle for
the fate of three star systems new and deadly allies throw into doubt all that bannick has been told of the
imperium threatening not only his life but also his soul

Shadowsword
2017-10-17

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Angelique and Sultan
2018-11-10

new york times bestselling author kathleen e woodiwiss debut romance the flower doomed to a life of
unending toil heather simmons fears for her innocence until a shocking desperate act forces her to flee and to
seek refuge in the arms of a virile and dangerous stranger the flame a lusty adventurer married to the sea
captain brandon birmingham courts scorn and peril when he abducts the beautiful fugitive from the
tumultuous london dockside but no power on earth can compel him to relinquish his exquisite prize for he is
determined to make the sapphire eyed lovely his woman and to carry her off to far uncharted realms of
sensuous passionate love
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The Flame and the Flower
2009-03-17
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